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Abstract

Hierarchical methods for N -body problems have
important applications in the fast solving of in-
tegral equations. When dealing with wave scat-
tering problems in the high frequency regime,
the design of e�cient hierarchical methods is
still a hard problem. In this talk, we aim at
presenting our work on defmm, the c++ library
which implements our new and e�cient approach
exploiting Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) for
this class of problem. Both the mathematical
and high performance computing aspects are stud-
ied and comparison results with a state-of-the-

art library are provided.
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Introduction

We are concerned by the fast evaluation of N -
body problems of the form

p(x) =
∑

y∈Y
G(x,y)q(y), x ∈ X

where X,Y ⊂ R3 are two large point clouds and
G is an asymptotically smooth function, possi-
bly oscillatory. Typically, G can refer to the
Helmholtz Green's kernel eiκ|x−y|/(4π|x − y|)
involved in integral equations in wave scattering
problems. Fast Multipole Methods (FMMs) [1]
allow this problem to be solved in a linear or
linearithmic time (depending on the frequency
regime), at the cost of a controlable approxima-
tion error. Kernel-independent approaches (i.e.
requiring only the user to provide routines for
evaluating G but no explicit expansion of it)
exploit directional approximations of G in the

high frequency regime [2,3], leading to complex
algorithmic and strongly increasing the precom-
putation cost compared to the low-frequency or
non-oscillatory cases.

A FFT-based directional FMM

Interpolation-based FMMs using equispaced in-
terpolation [4] are kernel-independent methods
lowering the precomputation cost while keeping
fast evaluation timings for non-oscillatory ker-
nels, compared to low-rank compression-based
techniques. This existing approach uses the Fourier
expression of the far-�eld matrix blocks M =
[G(xk,yl)]k,l obtained after a coarse interpola-
tion on equispaced grids {xk}k, {yl}l:

M = F∗DF

where F refers to the Fourier matrix (that can
be evaluated in linearithmic time through Fast
Fourier Tranforms) and D is a diagonal ma-
trix (evaluated in linear time). However, this
interpolation process is known to su�er from
the Runge's phenomenon. We thus introduced
the �rst FFT-accelerated wideband directional
FMM based on exploiting equispaced interpo-
lation, for which we demonstrated the conver-
gence. Because we target possibly highly non-
uniform particle distributions (such as appear-
ing in Boundary Element Method, especially with
mesh re�nement), we considered a slightly mod-
i�ed Dual Tree Traversal method [5] to traverse
the trees obtained thanks to the hierarchical
space decomposition in the FMM algorithm, al-
lowing to �exibly switch between high- and low-
frequency regimes depending on the local par-
ticle distribution (and exploiting directional or
non-directional approximations accordingly). This
led us to the design, implementation and opti-
mization of the defmm (for directional equispaced
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interpolation-based fast multipole method) li-
brary, which is the synthesis of our work.

Symmetries

defmm mathematically-based optimizations are
widely built on the invariances of both the kernel
G and the underlying octree structure in the
method: both are invariant under the action of
D3, the set of rotations preserving the cube

G(g · x, g · y) = G(x,y), ∀g ∈ D3.

This allows to strongly reduce the number of
far-�eld matrices M to be precomputed at the
cost of application of permutation matrices Pg
associated to each g ∈ D3 (i.e. computations of
P−1g MPg). Because the far-�eld matrices are
evaluated in the Fourier domain, we extended
these symmetries to this domain, leading to a
new formulation of the diagonalized far-�eld ma-
trices:

P−1g MPg = F∗D̃gF

where D̃g is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal
terms are permutations of the D ones. We then
derived fast evaluations of the far-�eld matrices
under rotations, thanks to vectorized Hadamard
products for the application of D̃g to a vector.

High Performance Computing

Our FMM is optimized for one CPU core and we
provided e�cient approaches for the fast evalu-
ation of the di�erent FMM operators. Among
them, the deinterleaving of complex data plays
an important role, for which we described di�er-
ent applications leading to important gains. By
comparing our work to a state-of-the-art library
(namely dfmm [3]), we validated the e�ciency
of our new approach, as illustrated on Fig. 1.
We shall discuss in details how the algorithmic
design of defmm combined with our handling of
symmetries, as well as low-level optimizations
allow us to obtain these performance results,
especially on realistic test cases with space de-
composition tree nodes in the high-frequency
regime near the root as well as leaves at very
low-frequency regimes.
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Figure 1: Timing comparison between defmm

with vectorization (defmm) or without vector-
ization (defmm-S ) and two variants of dfmm [3]
(IAblk and SArcmp) for various particle distri-
bitions. The particles are distributed uniformly
in the volume of a cube, quasi-uniformly on the
surface of a sphere, non-uniformly on the surface
of an ellispe and non-uniformly on the bound-
aries of a cube with recursive re�nement around
the corners (re�ned). Two frequency regimes
are considered: low-frequency (top) and high-
frequency (bottom).
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